Foreword

Welcome!

DSCSC had a rather eventful period since the dissemination of our last Newsletter in Apr 2018. The 31st issue of ‘Mirpur Newsletter’ is full of diverse activities at DSCSC for the period of May to Oct 2018. All these go to strongly reinforce the view that education is about so much more than what goes on in the classroom. This picturesquely presentation creates condition to provide DSCSC community a glance of particular time slot of issues pertaining to them, a means of staying in touch with their alma mater as well as one another. It is our sincere and relentless endeavour to keep the ‘Mipurians’ abreast of the DSCSC activities.

We make a special mention of major changes in the college hierarchy during this time slot where we have welcomed the new commandant, Maj Gen Md Enayet Ullah, BSP, nda, psc. Incumbent Commandant’s continuous efforts are visible in every sphere of DSCSC to improve the training environment, programmes and its contents. We all acknowledge the fact that training development is an ongoing process with an aim to equip our officers with the contemporary issues, knowledge and skills. As part of our present endeavour, it is our pleasure to inform you that, DSCSC website is now made more interactive where viewers can easily visit DSCSC alumni and ladies club corner. Besides, stand-alone websites have also been built and made operational for its alumni and ladies club.

The journey of Newsletter from its cradle to this stage is due to the sincere and relentless efforts of all concerned. We owe our sincere gratitude to all our esteemed readers. Readers can also get with the issue by logging on our website (www.dsesc.mil.bd).
CHANGES IN COLLEGE HIERARCHY

OUTGOING COMMANDANT

Maj Gen A K M Abdullahil Baquee, ndu, psc

NEW COMMANDANT

Maj Gen Md Enayet Ullah, BSP, ndu, psc

FAREWELL OF OUTGOING COMMANDANT

RECEPTION OF NEW COMMANDANT
GUEST SPEAKERS AND DISTINGUISHED VISITORS

Eminent personalities, academicians and professionals were invited to share their knowledge and experiences with the student officers. The student officers were highly benefited from the educative talks and interactive sessions.

Mr. Salman F. Rahman, Vice Chairman, Beximco Pharmaceutical Ltd delivering lecture on ‘Contribution of Private Sectors in BD Economy’

Lt Gen Md Mahfuzur Rahman, retd, ndc, afwe, pse, PhD delivering lecture on ‘Ethnocentrism, Strategic Cultural and Leadership Language’

Dr. Bushra Nishat, Prog Manager, South Asia International Water Association delivering lecture on ‘Challenges in Managements of Transboundary Water Resources: Focus on South Asia’

Dr. Tawfiq-e-Elahi Chowdhury, BB delivering lecture on ‘Energy Security in Bangladesh’

Mr. Humayun Kabir, Vice President, BD Enterprise Institute delivering lecture on ‘US Foreign Policy and its Impact on Global Politics: Implications for Bangladesh’

Professor Syed Saad Andaleeb, PhD, Vice Chancellor, BRAC University delivering lecture on ‘Leadership As-I View’
VISIT OF FOREIGN AND BANGLADESHI DELEGATIONS

Foreign delegations of Australia, India, KSA, Sri Lanka and Tanzania visited DSCSC at different times between May to Oct 2018. The delegation of Institute of Chartered Accountants also visited DSCSC. Delegation called on the Commandant and discussed on various training activities of DSCSC. They also visited ‘Sheikh Hasina Complex’, syndicate rooms, DSCSC library and computer lab. The teams were briefed on the educational and training curriculum of the college. They also shared their experience and exchanged views with the college authority.

DA Australia called on the Commandant  
DA India called on the Commandant  
DA KSA called on the Commandant  
Visit of Sri Lankan Delegation  
DA Tanzania called on the Commandant  
Visit of President, Institute of Chartered Accounts
OBSERVANCE OF NATIONAL / INDEPENDENCE DAY OF FRIENDLY FOREIGN COUNTRIES

DSCSC arranged celebration of ‘National/Independence Day’ of Indonesia, KSA, Malaysia, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines and USA. The days were observed in a befitting manner by greeting the concerned student officers. All student officers and permanent staffs of the college were present to mark the occasions. The Commandant conveyed his greeting and felicitations to the officers of the respective countries during the celebrations.
LADIES CLUB ACTIVITIES

DSCSC Ladies Club has active members from all the three services. The club also has members from many friendly foreign countries. Various types of enrichment and cultural programmes were organized by ladies club regularly during the course.
SOCIAL EVENTS

Colourful and spectacular cultural shows were arranged by the student officers of different wings at Sheikh Hasina Complex Auditorium. The programmes had full of fun, comedies, songs, dances and dramas. The innovative ideas, imaginations and dedicated efforts of the participants made the social events amusing, momentous and highly enjoyable.

Social Evening Arranged by Army Wing

Social Evening Arranged by Naval Wing

Social Evening arranged by Air Wing

GAMES, SPORTS AND HEALTH RUN

Games, sports and Health Run in military have always worked as refresher of physical and mental state. There was no deviation despite the busy schedule of DSCSC course 2018-19. Various sports competitions took place during the time frame of May to Oct 2018.

Volleyball Final

Football Final

Health Run
EXERCISES OF DIFFERENT WINGS

As part of the Course curriculum, various indoor and outdoor exercises were conducted where Army, Navy and Air Force student officers from home and abroad participated. Chief instructor including all faculty members attended the exercises.

Ex TEWT PAPER WRITING

Ex BASHER KELLA

Ex SHOMOR KOUSHAL

Ex SHAMUDRA BIVISION

Ex AGNIR BAAN

Ex LUBDHOK GUNCHIL

ACTIVITIES OF TORCH KINDERGARTEN

Commandant’s Visit at Torch Kindergarten

Students of KGVisited Bangabandhu Novo Theater
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